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Jokaroom

Registration at Jokaroom Casino

You need to fill in the following fields in the Jokaroom questionnaire:

	Contact email address
	Password
	Game currency















Games at Casino Jokaroom

Jokaroom features gambling games by many reputable software developers. These companies need no introduction: NetEnt, Microgaming, Amatic, Betsoft and other industry leaders. Slots from lesser-known studios are also offered. 

The “Providers” tab allows you to select slots by brand. The “Search” box must be used if you want to find a specific game.

Jokaroom allows you to test slot machines for free by running them in demo versions.

On the website, the models are divided into groups:


01.

Pokies

Slot machines





02.

Jackpots

Games with progressive jackpots





03.

Table games

Roulette, poker, blackjack and so on





04.

Video poker

Traditional and unique varieties





05.

Lotteries

Games with instant payouts










Jokaroom Casino official website

The site is designed in dark colors. On the main page, bright advertising banners automatically replace each other. They inform visitors about current bonuses and promotions.

The menu is simple and logical, with a small number of sections that are easy to use.







How do I start playing for real money at Jokaroom Casino?

To start playing for money, you must register and enter your personal account. Further on how to fund your account at Jokaroom casino.

	Click on the “Cashier” button.
	Enter your personal data in the form that appears.
	Select a payment system.
	Indicate the amount of the deposit.
	Follow the instructions below.


How to withdraw money from Jokaroom casino, read on the website.







Bonuses, promotions and promo codes in 2022

Jokaroom Casino is, first of all, a great bonus program. On roulette, blackjack, poker, video poker, baccarat and craps, 5% of the bets placed are taken into account. In several video slots listed in the rules on the site, only 1% is taken into account as a wager. We present the main promotions of the Jokaroom online casino bonus program:




The player is entitled to a holiday bonus on his birthday. Its size is determined by the total amount of deposits made during the year.










The loyalty program statuses and available privileges are described below













The initial 100% bonus on the first deposit reaches five hundred dollars. It must be played forty times. The minimum deposit is 10 AUD. The validity period is thirty days










Weekly free spins are awarded in two stages. At first, thirty spins are provided for a deposit of 10 AUD. Then fifteen spins are available if 15 AUD is deposited










50% bonus is activated on Fridays. Wager – x40. The deposit for which this bonus was received is subject to 15% cashback




















Mirror Casino Jokaroom

Jokaroom does not provide a working mirror. If access to the casino is blocked, it is likely that you cannot use its services, or gambling is prohibited in your country.

Play Jokaroom Casino online

For more information, check the user agreement.

Jokaroom Casino uses software from several renowned providers including NetEnt and Microgaming. Games open without installing the client program on the computer. The mobile application is described below in the review.

Licensed slot machines. The reports of audit organizations with data on the recorded rates of return are not published on the site.

Jokaroom helps clients fight gambling addiction by offering the following options:

	Tests for potential gamers
	General advice from specialists
	Recommendations for the protection of minors
	Contacts of specialists and other options


It is recommended to study the User Agreement in English.

Live dealers

At Jokaroom Live Casino, customers play for real money with real dealers. More details about Jokaroom live casino will be published later.

Play Jokaroom Casino for free without registration

New customers do not receive the Jokaroom Casino No Deposit Bonus. Nodep is possible for regular players as a reward in promotions or personal bonus codes.

Free spins for Jokaroom Casino in 2021

Free spins on slot machines can be obtained in different ways:

	As an addition to the bonus
	As a prize in tournaments
	According to the loyalty program
	In the form of a personal reward and so on


Pay attention to the following parameters:

	Slots for free spins
	Number of spins
	The size of the bet


Usually, the payments received in free spins need to be additionally wagered.

Tournaments and races

Lists of available tournaments and completed events are published on the thematic casino page. There you can also find out the size of the prize fund, the specifics of determining the winners and other information.

The rewards for the winners can be real money, bonus credits, comp points, free spins or other prizes. Always read the rules of each tournament carefully.

VIP club: privileges and loyalty program

Jokaroom casino has a loyalty program with a level system. The statuses are assigned according to the total amount of bets that the player made during the month.

Each new level opens up access to more favorable conditions of promotions and exclusive offers. Among them:

	Growing cashback
	Decreasing wager of bonuses
	Increasing BackDeposit (weekly return)
	Increasing withdrawal limits


VIP players are served by personal managers. The statuses accrual table is shown below.

Jackpots

On the casino website, customers take part in the drawing of cumulative jackpots from several providers. Progressive slots and models of other genres are collected in a separate section of the lobby. Among them are the following slot machines:

	Mega Moolah series
	Slot5000 series
	Lucky Twins Jackpots
	Playboy Gold Jackpots
	Divine Fortune and others


The list will be updated with new jackpot games.

Mobile version of the Jokaroom Casino website

Jokaroom mobile casino does not need to be downloaded and installed on a smartphone or tablet as an Android or iOS application. It works in a browser version, allowing you to use it on most devices.

Jokaroom mobile casino offers a wide range of games. There are bonuses, a loyalty program, and all other services are available.

Replenishment and payments

Customers can play at Jokaroom Casino for AUD, Dollars or Euros. The currency must be indicated in the registration form. Numerous payment systems are supported, including bank cards and popular e-wallets.

Payout limits depend on the player’s status. Beginners can withdraw no more than 3000 AUD per day, and VIPs are allowed to withdraw up to seven and a half.

Before ordering a payment, you must wager the deposit at least three times. Otherwise, a commission of 10% is possible and the cancellation of current achievements in bonus promotions.

If the customer meets all the requirements, the Jokaroom casino pays out the money within four hours.

As part of the fight against various types of fraud, the operator adheres to the KYC (“know your customer”) policy. Its features are discussed in detail in the fifth section of the terms and conditions published on the official website of Jokaroom casino. Be ready to provide copies of documents and other personal information at the request of the administration.

Player support

The fastest way to get in touch with support staff is 24/7 online chat. You can also send an email. Interestingly, in addition to the base address, the director’s email is indicated. There is no FAQ section on the site yet.







Main pros

	Well-known operator with a good reputation
	Popular brands of gambling
	Various bonuses
	Extensive loyalty program
	Regular tournaments
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